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Peri Sualp invites you to the BEYOND Concert at Bellapais Abbey

By Peri Sualp..

variety of news every week.

Hello everyone,

I have come back with some great
news… We are having another
amazing concert for the benefit of
the SOS Children’s Village in
Lefkosa.

I am finally back after couple of
months of break. I hope to meet
you guys each and every week on
the amazing internet Enewspaper
Cyprusscene.com published by
dear Margaret Sheard and Chris
Elliott.
I can’t thank them enough for
giving me the opportunity to
express myself in my articles and
address the world, so if you haven’t
signed in to be a member of this
wonderful newspaper please visit
www.cyprusscene.com as soon as
you can and don’t miss the great
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Chris ELLIOTT
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Another
‘Concert
Without
Borders’ event produced by
Demetra George Mustafaoğlu,
Grammy List nominee.
This time, our concert is called
BEYOND. There will be amazing
performers on the stage. Demetra
George
Mustafaoğlu,
Katie
Economidou and Fikri Toros who
all have been awarded the US
Cultural Diplomacy Award, Yulia
Starastsenkava - piano, Muharrem
Cemoğlu
- string, Evgenia
Zhilskaya - dancer, a lady with
great voice - the vice president of
SOS children village, Dervişe
Çerkez Güryel and her daughter 11
year old Kayra Güryel. And
certainly ME! Peri Sualp.
Our audience will enjoy Broadway,
Disney, Classical and Pop songs. I
have one surprise song for you too!
And if this has got your attention,
the concert will be held at
Bellapais Abbey on Sunday 11th
November, at 18:00. Tickets are
on sale at Deniz Plaza and Gloria
Jeans Coffee Shops and Bellapais
Abbey ticket office for 30TL
.
If you would like to be part of an
entertaining night with the best

music and also help SOS, please
join us.

PS: Please follow me on Instagram
@ “peri sualp”

Hope to see you there!

Bye

LOCAL NEWS
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Akinci and Anastasiades met on 26th October
President Mustafa Akıncı and
Greek Cypriot leader Nikos
Anastasiades met today (26th
October) following a long period of
time.
The meeting was held at the
residence of the UN Secretary
General’s Special Representative to
Cyprus Elizabeth Spehar in the
buffer zone.
The two leaders have not had any
contacts since 7 July 2017 when the
5 party meeting was concluded
without reaching a solution in

Crans Montana but they did have a
meeting on 16 April 2018 at the
official residence of Spehar.

Holl Lute who will come to the
island on 31st October in a
constructive manner for the future.

President Akıncı and Greek Cypriot
leader Anastasiades have reached
an agreement on the opening of
Derinya and Aplıç gates which will
be on 12 November 2018.

It is also stated in the joint

In the ‘Joint declaration’ published
by UNFICYP it is recorded that the
leaders exchanged views on the
process and in addition they
expressed that they are ready to
work with the Special Envoy Jane

No problem with loose
federation

In his statement to the press,
following his weekly meeting with
President Mustafa Akıncı, Prime
Minister Erhürman said that the
main agenda of their meeting was
the latest developments on the
Cyprus problem. Mentioning the
issue of ‘loose federation’,
Erhürman said that the Turkish
Cypriot side did not have a
problem with “loose federation”.
Adding that the view of the
Turkish Cypriot side on the issue
is very clear, Erhürman said that a
good
structured
negotiation
process should start. “This was
clearly seen in the UN Secretary
General’s report which made it
clear that a new process had to be

declaration that ‘the leaders feel
happy to announce the opening date
of Lefke Aplıç and Derinya Gates
as 12th November 2018’

well
structured”
expressed.

Another critical period in
Cyprus peace process

Erhürman

Regarding the ‘loose federation’,
Erhürman also said “We as the
Turkish Cypriot side do not have a
problem with ‘loose federation’
therefore if such a proposal will
be submitted, this cannot prolong
the negotiation process. Prime
Minister Erhürman stressed that
Turkish Cypriot side had concerns
regarding the Greek Cypriot
leader’s intention on his proposal
for ‘loose federation’.
Furthermore, the Prime Minister
pointed out that ‘equality’ is the
sine qua non for the Turkish
Cypriot side.

A reception was organised at Ledra
Palace for the 73rd anniversary of
the foundation of the UN Charter.
President Mustafa Akıncı and First
Lady Meral Akıncı, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Foreign
Affairs Kudret Özersay, Minister
of Economy and Energy Özdil
Nami, Lefkoşa Mayor Mehmet
Harmancı, and some ministers
attended the reception hosted by
the UN Secretary General’s
Special Representative and Head
of Mission in Cyprus Elizabeth
Spehar.
South
Cyprus
Administration
Spokesperson
Prodromos
Prodromu
and

negotiator Andreas Mavroyannis
were also present at the reception.
The Greek Cypriot leader Nikos
Anastasiades did not attend.
Elizabeth Spehar made a speech at
the reception organised for
marking the 73rd anniversary of
the foundation of the UN Charter.
She recorded that the UN day is an
opportunity for remembering the
successes of the UN organization
in the issues of peace, security,
sustainable
development
and
human rights and said: “We are
witnessing another critical period
in the Cyprus peace process.”
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Akinci to meet Anastasiades
President Mustafa Akıncı and
Greek Cypriot Leader Nikos
Anastasiades will meet tomorrow
(26th October) at 10:00 in the
buffer zone at the residence of the
UN Secretary General’s Special
Representative
to
Cyprus
Elizabeth Spehar.

Furthermore, the UN Secretary
General’s temporary envoy on
Cyprus Jane Holl Lute will arrive
in Cyprus on 31 October, 2018.
Lute will have contacts with the
leaders.

Turkish National Defence Minister
Hulusi Akar stated that Turkey will
not allow the harassment of
Turkey’s seismic research vessel
Barbaros Hayrettin Paşa for a
second time in the Mediterranean.
Akar gave explanations about the
agenda and answered questions on a
program of the Anadolu Agency
(AA) Editor's Desk.

Ambassador Derya Kanbay
The term of office for Derya
Kanbay, Turkey’s Ambassador to
the TRNC Nicosia will end at the
end of October and he paid a
farewell visit to the Tourism and
Environment
Minister
Fikri
Ataoğlu and his Undersecretary
İsmet Esenyel.

Turkish Defence Minister Akar

Reminding that Barbaros Hayrettin
Paşa, which started exploration
activities
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean, was exposed to the
harassment of a Greek warship and
this was prevented by the Turkish
Naval Forces Commandership, Akar
said that it had been indicated that
the mentioned seismic research
vessel was going to conduct seismic
survey in the region on 16th

during his term of office, stating
that he was making his farewell
due to the termination of his duty
in the TRNC. He said the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus will
continue to be with him at all
times, adding that relations will
lead the two countries to brighter
days.

Turkish Ambassador to Nicosia
Derya Kanbay thanked the The Minister of Tourism and
Minister for the kindness shown Environment,
Fikri
Ataoğlu
thanked Kanbay for his hard work
and his contribution to the
government's
difficulties
and
dialogue with Ankara.
During his short service period in
the TRNC Ambassador Derya
Kanbay stated that he had been in a
friendly dialogue with Ataoğlu,
and indicated that as an
Ambassador he had endeavoured
to reach a better level in respect of
the sensitivity of the TRNC and the
economic developments.

October in
accordance
with
international law and agreements
and it would be there with
completely peaceful purposes.
Stating that the vessel which arrived
in the region on 18th October was
harassed by a Greek warship, Akar
continued: "We immediately took
the necessary measures due to the
fact that we have to be ready and our
vessel Barbaros Hayrettin Paşa
continues its activities in the region.
Our warships in the region can
supply the necessary protection.
Everybody should know that we will
never allow another harassment or
any intervention to our activities.
We are in favour of sharing the
resources in a fair way. There are
agreements reached and some
studies made over this issue. We
want these to be realised. "

LOCAL NEWS
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If negotiations continue the same way, the vicious circle will continue
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay said “We have concerns
that if we continue the negotiations
in the same way, the vicious circle
will continue. We express that at
each platform”.
Özersay made statements about
foreign policy at the General
Council of
the
Republican
Assembly. Özersay said that as
well as the dialogue process which
is trying to be shaped by the United

Nations, an unofficial dialogue
process is also continuing.
Adding that new views have been
expressed in the UN report,
Özersay said that he shared his
views about a loose federation and
stressed that the stage reached in
the 50 year long Cyprus
negotiations is not pleasant.

working to cool the waters not to
heat them”. Stressing that there is
consensus among the government
partners on the issue of the Cyprus

problem and negotiation process,
Özersay pointed out that a result
oriented negotiation process is the
common ground for the sides.

Stating that they do not have any
intention to create a conflict in the
region, Özersay said “We are

Çavuşoğlu: "No one can consider one more failure"
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu stated that one more
failure of the Cyprus talks cannot be
considered.

Stating that there is a trick here, as
they have seen in the past that we
did not allow this, Çavuşoğlu
reiterated that Turkey has a proposal
to find a solution through the
Çavuşoğlu expressed his belief that European Union.
the Greek Cypriot side has to accept
that Turkish Cypriot people also Çavuşoğlu also stressed that Turkey
have rights to the reserves around carries out drilling and exploration
the island, yet they want to talk activities both in their exclusive
about this issue after drilling.
economic zone and in the areas

determined by the TRNC.
"After all, if the reserves are
available in this island, both sides
have the right and it must be shared.
That is our concern”. Çavuşoğlu
also said that everyone realised that
the Greek Cypriot side was not
ready for a federal solution in the
Crans-Montana talks.

Energy : Deeper and comprehensive relations with Turkey”
Minister for Economy and Energy
Özdil Nami said that it is possible to
say much deeper and comprehensive
relations between the TRNC and
Turkey on energy will be created in
the coming period. Stating that
there is a very significant potential
in the TRNC for renewable energy,
Nami said: "In this respect,
negotiations continue with several
companies in Turkey.”

continue to carry out its research with Turkey. We cooperate with
efforts in the area.
Turkey for research in areas where
Turkish Cypriots have rights. Just as
He said that the necessary steps had the Greek Cypriot side takes some
been taken to prevent further agreements for granted with the
tensions arising in the region.
USA, Italian and French companies,

Underlining that Turkey acts within
the powers given to her under
international law, Nami said that the
Greek vessels have to give up their
harassment without causing any
Making an evaluation regarding the adverse event.
harassment
of
the
Barbaros
Hayrettin Paşa seismic research Reminding that the cooperation on
vessel which belongs to the Turkish energy will continue between the
Petroleum Corporation (TPAO) TRNC and Turkey, Nami said:
Nami said that the vessel would "There are some agreements signed

we can also see the right to selfagreements with companies in
Turkey and it is natural for us to
protect our rights and interests in
the region.

CyprusScene.com
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Akar: “We will never allow fait accompli in Cyprus”
Turkish National Defence Minister
Hulusi Akar stated that Turkey will
never allow any step and fait
accompli to be taken in Cyprus,
Eastern Mediterranean and Aegean
in spite of Turkey and added that
everyone should be aware that a
project in which the TRNC and
Turkey do not take place in the
Aegean and Mediterranean does
not have any chance to survive and
everyone should avoid the
provocation that will endanger the
region.

In his speech at an event yesterday
(22nd October), Akar stated that
Turkey always mentions her will
regarding the development of
good neighbourly relations and
the win-win approach.
“We will continue to protect the
rights and interests of our country
and the TRNC in the Eastern
Mediterranean and the Aegean,
guaranteeing peace and security in
line with international guarantee
and alliance agreements on the
island of Cyprus" Akar said.

Turkey will never give up rights in Eastern Mediterranean
Turkey’s Presidential Spokesman
Kalın stated that Turkey will never
give up on her rights in the
Eastern Mediterranean which are
safeguarded by international law.

Answering the questions of
journalists at the Presidency
Complex, Kalın said: “What
Turkey wants in the Eastern
Mediterranean is to develop a

sharing model that will be based on
the common interests of both sides
in the economic regions around
Cyprus.”
Stating that while the Greek Cypriot
side does unilateral drilling by
creating a de facto situation, the
Turkish Cypriot side and Turkey
cannot avoid doing the same thing,
Kalın added that Turkey will never
give up on her rights in the Eastern
Mediterranean which is safeguarded
by international law.
“That is why our scientific research

vessels such as Fatih, Barbaros, and
others will continue drilling in this
region.”
“The Greek Cypriot side must
know that it is out of the question
for Turkey to allow any steps
regarding drilling or any other issue
by ignoring Turkey and the Turkish
Cypriot side and such a thing will
be impossible to be accepted in
terms of international law.
The necessary measures have
always been taken, and will
continue to be taken” Kalın said.

Samani: “Akinci made the Greek Cypriots face the facts”
Special Political Advisor on
Political Affairs and History of the
TRNC
Presidency
Meltem
Onurkan
Samani
said
that
President
Mustafa
Akıncı’s
determined and sincere stance
towards reaching a settlement was
the reason for the end of the
approach for open ended and
fruitful negotiation processes.
Samani added that the 5 party
conference which had convened as
a result of Akıncı’s efforts had
forced the Greek Cypriot side to
face the facts of the settlement

which was being negotiated at the
table. “For the first time in the
history, a UN report stated that an
open ended process was no longer
supported” Samani said.
Expressing that if the Greek
Cypriot side desires different
solution models, they should
clarify them. Samani said that a
solution to be reached should be
based on political equality, and a
partnership
should
include
equality, security and freedom of
the sides.
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Barbaros Hayrettin Pasha
Turkish Ministry of Energy and
Natural Resources
made
a
statement about the Barbaros
Hayrettin Pasha vessel. In the
statement, it was noted that
Turkey’s seismic research in the
exclusive
zone
in
the
Mediterranean had started to be
harassed by the Greek Naval
Forces.

“The seismic research has been
executed in Turkey’s
own
exclusive zone in accordance with
international law. The attitude of
the Greek Naval Forces is not
binding with international law
rules in any way”.

ESBA 20th anniversary
Turkish Cypriot Chamber of
Commerce (TCCC) Member of
Board of Directors Vargın Varer
attended The European Small
Business Alliance (ESBA) 20th
anniversary event and the Board of
Directors meeting.
According to the statement from
the Turkish Cypriot Chamber of
Commerce, the 20th anniversary
dinner took place in Steigenberger
Witcher’s Hotel in Brussels and

senior officials from the EU,
representatives from the European
business sector, private sector and
entrepreneurs attended the dinner.
The Turkish Cypriot Chamber of
Commerce has been a member of
the European Small Business
Alliance since 2010 and the
Alliance represents almost one
million micro and small businesses
from 35 countries at the EU, it
follows EU policy and legislation
and performs lobby activities.

“We will determine opening date of Apliç and Derinya gates”
President Mustafa Akıncı stated
that at the meeting he will have
with the Greek Cypriot leader
Nikos Anastasiades on 26 October
2018 they will talk about the
future of the island and also they
will determine a date for the
opening of Aplıç and Derinya
gates in mid-November.
According to a statement made by
the Presidency, Akıncı, touched
upon the issues of the meeting
with Anastasiades and opening of
the gates in his speech at an event
yesterday (21st October).
Stating that the people of the
region have had expectations for
the opening of Apliç gate for
many years, but the gate could not
be opened for some reason.

Akıncı said that when he started
his duty as President, a political
decision was taken for the opening
of Derinya and Aplıç gates and
added that there were various
difficulties to implement this
decision.
Indicating that the problem at
Aplıç gate was due more to the
physical conditions of the region,
Akıncı expressed that now all the
problems for the opening of both
gates seem to have been
overcome.
Akıncı noted that there are two
basic items to be discussed at the
meeting with the Greek Cypriot
Administration
Leader
Anastasiades and that one of them
is determining the day for the

opening of the gates, and he
continued:
I believe that we will determine
the opening date of Aplıç and
Derinya gates with Anastasiades
soon.

Stating that when he meets with
Anastasiades, of course they will
talk about the future of the island,
President Akıncı said: “The whole
world knows that we do not have
the luxury to waste time
anymore.”
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All those forgotten songs from my youth
me to a totally different world. I
simply like the words of the song.
They are so realistic and effective,
which builds a wonderful story, of
course plus the fantastic tune and
music.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz....
There cannot be two views about
the part music plays in our lives,
more specifically in my life.
In fact in the whole of my life so
far, music has remained my
passion. Unfortunately due to my
various conflicting activities, I do
not get much time to enjoy music,
but almost everyday I do get some
time, however meagre that may be,
to listen music.
My choice of music is unlimited.
Of course The Beatles, Boney M,
ABBA, Bee Gees, Tom Jones,
Rolling Stones, The Ventures and
The Shadows were always my
favourites, most obviously because
they were the top ranking stars of
the music world, when I was a
young teenager, trying to learn to
enjoy music. All of them are still
my favourites, but frequently when
I listen to music all of a sudden I
come across such a song, that I

have listened to and enjoyed in the
past, but have forgotten the name
of the singer over a passage of 40
plus years.
"It never rains in Southern
California", by Albert Hammond,
is also one such song, which I had
forgotten. Just a few days ago, as
I was jumping from song to song
on youtube, this song came up all
of a sudden. As I started listening
and watching the video, I really
enjoyed it more than ever before.
It is interesting that now I
understand the words much better
than before.
But this is not just one song, that I
just came across by chance. There
is a list of quite a lot of many such
songs, which I found just by
chance, and are now in my "must"
list of daily music sessions.
"Tie a Yellow Ribbon round the
ole Oak Tree", by Tony Orlando is
one such song, which always take

How can I forget "I love you more
than I can say", by Leo Sayer. As
in most of the cases I usually do
not remember the names of the
singers, but do remember the tunes
of the songs. This is also one of
those such songs. What I like the
most in this song is the way the
bass guitar has been played.
Wonderful pieces of fantastic
music.
"Beautiful Sunday by Daniel
Boone has got a special place,
along with "One Way Ticket", in
my musical life. These were the
first two songs that I had practiced,
when I was trying to form a very
amateur sort of musical group, in
1969. Both these two songs were
perhaps the easiest for all of us.

The drum beats were simple. The
guitar chords are simple, and the
music simply flows. All of my
friends liked these two songs and
we always played them whenever
we performed in family get
togethers and functions etc.
"Country Roads", by John Denver,
also is a song that frequently falls
back into my memory, and then all
of a sudden jumps back to the
driving seat, and makes me swing
along, singing "Country roads,
take me home, to the place I
belong", and I just close my eyes,
and start running along with the
song on the country roads.
I always say to myself, that I can
never forget "Those were the
Days", by Mary Hopkin. But this
wonderful song came up all of
sudden, after a long period of time,
and I start listening and enjoying
repeatedly, until I come across
some other forgotten song.
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continued ....
How can I forget Gloria Gaynor
singing " I will Survive". Indeed
none of my generation can forget
this wonderful song. Everytime
when I listen to this song, it leads
me to be much more realistic in
everyday life. I always feel myself
motivated when I listen this one. I
believe strongly that "I (too) will
survive".
Then comes the mysterious singer
Donna Summer. I do not know why
I always found her songs mystical.
The music of her songs was very
different, and simply engulfs me
and I feel myself locked out of my
environment, in the totally different
music created by guitars and the
non-stop drum beats.
Apart from all other songs that I
like, there is one single song that
really "kills" me. This is sung by
Roberta Flack. "Killing me softly
with his Songs". The words of this
song, coupled with the lovely voice
of Roberta Flack, is always
sufficient to create a totally
different sequence for me. The
more I try to understand the words,

All those forgotten songs from my youth
the more I like it. Just a fantastic
song, in top placement of my
personal chart.
Whenever I come across "Have you
ever seen the rain" by John Stewart,
I instantly move next to "Raindrops
keep falling on my head", by B.J.
Thomas. Though both of these are
totally different from each other in
every respect, but for me these two
songs just make a wonderful pair.
Of course there are many more
songs, which I listen to, as they
come up just all of a sudden,
although I had forgotten them for
quite some time. They once again
take me back to my past, which I
love the most. I believe that the
friends from my generation like to
pay a quick visit to their past and to
remember the enjoyment that they
had in those unforgettable years of
their lives.
There are very many more songs,
which I would like to include in my
list of favourite songs. But for
today, it's up to this point.
See you folks, next week.
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KAR - News Update week ending 26th October
Staff required
We need staff URGENTLY to work There are various shifts available.
at the centre. Primarily with the
dogs in the compound and Please call Elaine on 0533 863
quarantine area. It is very rewarding 1950
and worthy of your time.

Thank you
A large donation was found in our
collection box at The Ship Inn, with
this note ....
"Hello to the lovely people who
look after the animals. Hope our
contributions help, keep up the
good work"

Signed: Geoff and Anne, Bristol,
England. Dated: 19th May
Thank you guys, whoever you are,
it is very much appreciated. (just in
case they follow us!)

Pippa and Pickles
THIS IS A HEARTBREAKING
URGENT CASE.
We desperately need foster care or
a permanent home for these two
elderly dogs, they were kindly
taken in when their owners had to
leave the island urgently for
medical care. Now the lovely, kind
couple who fostered them have
also had to return to the UK after
receiving devastating health news.
Please open your homes and hearts
to help these poor babies live out
their twilight years in a stable
loving home.

owner is elderly and has been
rushed back to the UK for urgent
medical attention. He isn't in a
position financially to take them
with him, so we are now looking
for a new home for them both.
Pippa is a mini Cyprus Terrier
approx 10 years old. Pickles is a
Tibetan mix breed, approx 8 years
old. (he has 3 legs, but copes
extremely well). They both are
approx 5kg in weight. both are
neutered and distemper free. They
are house dogs and are fine with
cats and also chickens apparently!!

This is their story, from August
2018.

Please contact us here at the office
0533 869 4098 or email at

These beautiful little babies are
facing an uncertain future. Their

kar@kyreniaanimalrescue.org

Off to the USA
Getting ready for their big adventure - Lambsy, Mumble, Coco, Polo,
Wonka and Leika all bathed, groomed and ready to go!

Thank You
Thanks to everyone who attended the fashion show at the Club
Tropicana. It was a great success and the fantastic sum of 4100TL
and £120 was raised. The money will go towards a much needed
play/exercise area for the dogs at the centre - something they have
never had before! Many thanks to Jacky Kester for arranging the
event.
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Christina Hessenberg – Exhibition of Drawings
Her drawings are all life drawings,
not taken from photos but sitting
for hours with her easel to paint
and learn the secrets of nature, of
light and shadow. I don’t know
anybody who has better brought to
life these old olive trees on
drawing paper than her.

By Heidi Trautmann ....
www.heiditrautman.com ....
Olive trees, garden scenes with
cacti,
pots,
weeds
and
undergrowth, human models like
Leonie, Udi, Yasin and Serife, in
pastel and charcoal, 44 drawings
selected from the huge archive
Christina is still hiding in her
drawers, a treasure when you had
the chance to see them as I had.
Many friends have been pushing
her hard to finally show her
beautiful work to the public.
Christina Hessenberg has been
living in North Cyprus since 1985
and since that time has been
hoarding her impressions of the
island and its nature in her drawers,
except in three personal shows and
three group exhibitions.

It is also remarkable that among
the artists in North Cyprus it is
mostly foreign artists who have
painted Cyprus landscapes, the
reason may be the impact Cyprus’
nature makes on people, especially
artists, when they first come here.
For many it is the great variety of
plants, the explosion of colours in
spring, the transparent air and the
light enhancing the values of
colour.

Many friends and art lovers had
come to the opening of the
exhibition and I do hope that many
more will come to see the
exhibition before Christina stores
her beautiful work again in her
drawers.
The exhibition at the Girne
Belediye Sanat Galeresi – the
former TRAFO Building in the
centre of Girne Sanayi – the road
to enter opposite the Round Tower
in Girne Main Street - is open until
03 November.
Visiting hours are Mon – Fri 10:00
–17:00 hrs, Sat: 10:00 – 15:00 hrs;
Sunday and Monday Oct 29 it is
closed.
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Christmas invitation to the Merit Royal Hotel from Tina King
Hotel on 25th December at
11:00am.
I will be there to
welcome you in the lobby area
with a glass of bubbly.
We will be able to get you checked
in to your room, and all meet in the
lounge bar for pre lunch drinks.
Lunch will be an open buffet
where I’m sure there will be
something for everyone to enjoy.
Readers Mail ...
From Tina King ...

The afternoon can be spent
relaxing in the spacious lounges,
or enjoying the spa facilities,
I have been asked by many friends maybe treat yourself to a massage.
to arrange a get together for (If you need a hair appointment
Christmas Day, and had started out will need to be booked in advance
to try and do it from home!!!
as they will be busy).
"But as there are quite a few of us
this year, and as I keep being
asked to organise more social
gatherings I would like to invite
you to join me at the Merit Royal

Some of you may wish to go into
the casino.
In the evening we will enjoy a
Gala Dinner, live music and

dancing, all served with unlimited
drinks.
Boxing Day will include a relaxed
breakfast, and again a chance to
enjoy the facilities the Merit has to
offer. The Merit has great views
and, if the weather shines on us,
good beach facilities. Boxing Day
lunch will also be in the buffet
restaurant.
We will check out of our rooms on
Boxing-day by 4:00pm.
The price of £130 per person is
inclusive of all drinks, lunch in the
buffet restaurant and a gala dinner
on Christmas Day night in the
ballroom, breakfast and lunch in
the buffet restaurant on Boxing-day
and obviously includes your
overnight stay.
Use of the Spa, but any treatments

you wish to have will be at your
cost with an agreed 20% discount
for you (Use of the casino will be
at your own cost). There is a huge
new free car park so no problem
with parking.
So, if you're on your own, or with
family and friends or still thinking
about what to do at Christmas, why
not come and join my friends and
I?
Please contact the Merit Royal
direct to book your reservation, as
soon as possible.
www.merithotels.com.
Telephone: 0392 650 4000 / 0392
650 3200
If you have any queries/problems
please contact me by email on
Fab.trnc@gmail.com"
Tina "

Christmas Fayre for Tatlisu School at Seawise Restaurant Esentepe
On Friday 30th November starting
at 2-00pm at Seawise Restaurant,
Esentepe, a Christmas Fayre will
be held where funds raised will go
to help Tatlısu School.
Organiser Irene Hannan writes :
“After being involved in a similar
project for the Ziyamet School, I
thought I would try to help the
children of Tatlısu School .
I have a good relationship with the
Headmaster and his Staff and it
was decided that they need to
refurbish and build extra toilets for
the children who are at Infant and
Junior age.
It was discussed with the “Creative
Sewing Esentepe Group” who

agreed to help and they have been
working hard to make this
Christmas Fayre an event to
remember.
With the help of many others,
including local restaurants, bars,
shops and businesses it will be an
event that will bring together the
ex-pat and local Turkish/ Cypriot
communities in a joint venture.
Tatlısu School will be sending
children and teachers to help and
sell their own items.
SEAWISE is a perfect venue and
owner Murat Demirtraş has been
very supportive and helpful.
I do hope many people will attend
this wonderful event.”
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Artefacts from Geometric period found in North Cyprus
During excavations carried out in
Tatlısu, an ancient tomb and many
historical artefacts from the
Geometric Period were found.
As a result of the excavations
carried out by archaeologists and
staff of the Ministry of Tourism
and Environment, a number of
finds dating back to 1050 - 750 BC
were uncovered.
According to the belief system of
the period, following death,
various items would be included in
the grave, which was made of
limestone and the following were
found in the ancient tomb - 1
Ritual Stone, 1 Bucket, 2 pieces of
Amphoriscos, 1 footed bowl, 1
basket jug, 1 pot, 3 plates, 1 piece
metal finds, 1 test (pots) 1 scarab,
4 pieces of oinochoe, 1 oil lamp, 5
pieces of amphora and 4 bowls. A

total of 27 old works were
removed.
Director of the Department of
Antiquities and Museums Fuat
Azimli said in a statement
regarding excavation work carried
out in the grave, that they had
obtained important findings, and
the documentation work has ended.
Azimli expressed that the ancient
tombs revealed the most beautiful
examples of the art of the
geometric period with amphora
bearing symbols of the ancient
period.
Azimli stated that the artefacts
found will be ready for exhibition
in museums which will be
arranged after maintenance in the
conservation laboratory and he also
said that surveys in the region are
continuing.

TRNC Parcel Post System is being revised
Minister of Public Works and
Transportation
Tolga
Atakan
announced on Monday, 22nd
October, that the new building of
the “Parcel Post” unit, which was
operating in the Yenişehir area of
Lefkoşa, was ready. Atakan said the
parcel post system was being
revised, with parcel post units in
Girne and Gazimağusa being next in
line within this scheme.
The unit in question will resume its
service tomorrow (23.10.2018)
under the name “Bakanlıklar
Bölgesi Paket Postanesi (Area of
Ministries Parcel Post Office)” at
the former building of the Car
Registration,
Inspection
and
Licensing Branch, which is situated
to the north of the former Cyprus
Turkish Airlines building on
Bedrettin
Demirel
Caddesi,
Lefkoşa.

In his social media post with regard
to the issue, Minister Atakan said,
“The ‘Parcel Post’ service in
Yenişehir
which
had
been
operating under unsatisfactory
physical conditions, is counting the
days to start giving a modern and
up to date service at the former
building of the car registry
department.
The
existing
infrastructure is being renewed for a
faster and more secure service.
Delays and lost post will be
minimised. This will be followed
by a modernisation at the Girne and
Mağusa parcel post offices.
Preparations at the new building of
the parcel post continued for seven
weeks. The new building contains
signs in English. The unit will only
be providing service for parcel post.
Package post, stamp sales and
money transfer services will be
possible in the future.
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The Soul
awareness through the different
Kingdoms of God.

By Nick Vye ....
Sanctuary ....
Every living thing has a soul, or
state
of
awareness
i.e.
- consciousness. The final part of
its development is the human state
of consciousness, which then has
the ability to reach first the SelfRealized – State, and then the
God-Realized - State.

Soul in itself is a perfected atom
that needs all the above experiences
to come to the realisation of itself
and rejoin its creator God. This is
why physicists, can only split the
atom but not destroy it. Today they
have an Atomic Weighing Scale so
accurate to parts of a gram. When
they weighed someone who was
about to die before, then again after
death, they found the reading
showed that something had left the
body at the time of death. Okay,
they don't know what it was, but for
me it was the soul of that person,

leaving the physical body and
travelling into the inner planes of
consciousness. It will at sometime
re-enter, at the birth, the body of a
new born baby, through the soft
spot of a baby’s head; to
reincarnate again to develop its
awareness and experiences on its
continuing journey back to the
God Realized State, where it will
merge again into the Creator.
This soft spot on the top of a
baby's head is known spiritually as
the Crown Chakra, but closes up
again as the child grows. When
you become spiritually aware this
opens up again and enables you to

Below the human state we have
the Animal Kingdom next the
Nature Kingdom and below that
the Mineral Kingdom. Imagine
being a stone, you would only be
aware of cold, heat, wet or dry, so
you can see the expansion of

The Temple Bell
A Poem by Nick Vye

experience
other
states
of
consciousness and also to leave the
body and travel into other
dimensions - planes. This is why
young children are much more
aware of the spiritual worlds as
they are still experiencing them.
This is my own knowledge
through studying with Ascended
Masters. Each person must find
their own truth.
With love light and peace to you
all.
Nick Vye Sanctuary.

HEALTH
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Warning signs of a potential heart attack
Introduction
Sheard ...

by

Margaret

Caroline Attwood is known by
many with her involvement,
together with husband Don, in
many KADS performances.
Recently
Caroline
had
the
misfortune to suffer an acute heart
attack and she feels it may be of
benefit to others to write about the
symptoms which, at the time, she
did not acknowledge as being
particularly important.

Dicky Ticker ...
By Caroline Attwood ...
When I was doing my 112 training
I recall being told the signs and
symptoms of a heart attack and
being warned that women can
differ quite considerably from men
in how their symptoms present
themselves. At the time, having a
heart attack myself was not exactly
foremost in my mind – but that all
changed earlier this month.
It began on the Monday – a pain
between my 3rd and 4th ribs on my
left side. It was an irritant rather
than a major problem and my first
thought was that I had pulled a
muscle. So I took a painkiller and
carried on. By Monday evening the

pain had spread a bit, making my
left breast feel rather sore but it
still bore little resemblance to a
classic heart symptom.
Over the following days the pain
continued to expand across my
upper left side, both front and
back. It ran across my back
beneath my left shoulder blade,
down my left arm and eventually it
was up into my jaw and my teeth.
The strangest aspect was that every
few words I would give a loud
burp! The only missing symptoms
were sweating and feeling sick –
which are common to the
condition. Being an obstinate soul
and disliking fuss I carried on
sticking my head in the sand,
hoping it would all go away;
specifically as we were booked to
fly back to the UK to join our
families in
celebrating
my
husband, Don’s, eightieth birthday.
I took a lot of pain killers and
carried on until Friday morning
when I had to give in, and went to
the Kyrenia University Hospital in
Karakum. By then I knew full well
that I was having a heart attack –
which they confirmed within a
very short time of my arrival.
Blood tests, ECG etc were all
carried out immediately. The
upshot was that the surgeons

decided to avoid major surgery
and put two stents into my aorta –
the massive artery that runs from
the heart and carries oxygen
around the body. One side was
70% blocked and the other branch
was 80% blocked. When you
consider that the aorta is about an
inch thick that is a lot of
restriction.
A stent can be put in via your
groin or your wrist. Mine went in
via the right wrist. A wire is fed up
to the heart, a balloon is blown up
inside the aorta to stretch it back to
size and shape and then the stent (a
piece of fine mesh) is put in place
to hold the aorta open. Did it hurt?
No. It was an almost pain free
operation under local anaesthetic
(I don’t like needles), the only
definite sensation is when the
balloons expand – which felt a bit
peculiar. From my arrival at 10.30
to completion was probably a
couple of hours and then I was
wafted off to intensive care, in
which I stayed for a day and a half
before being moved to a private
room. Four days after my arrival I
was allowed home. The care was
exceptional, the surgeons told me
everything that was going on, what
they were doing and why and I
watched it all happening by
craning my neck around the
masses of equipment and peering
up at the screens as they carried
out the task. Fascinating.

Looking back I can see that there
were symptoms that maybe I
should have noticed and acted
upon. A tendency to sit down and
fall asleep, to feel fatigued. Cramp
in my legs on waking up in the
morning. The odd sharp twinge
now and then in the left arm, side
and shoulder that I put down to old
age. My family has a history of
heart conditions that should have
had me going for more regular
check ups.
I might well have avoided the heart
attack had I taken more care. Stents
can be inserted as soon as a
blockage in the heart is identified
and take about a week to recover
from. A heart attack and stents
takes weeks – maybe months – to
get over, dependent on the intensity
of the attack.
I’m ok now. Recovering slowly;
very tired, but at least I am still
here. What I did was ridiculously
silly – I ignored clear signs that
something was very wrong, and as
a result I now have a damaged
heart, which I might well have
avoided. If you have any of the
above symptoms or a family history
of heart failure please go and have
a regular check up. I wouldn’t want
anyone
to
experience
the
considerable discomfort that an
attack brings. I can assure you it
really is an experience you want to
avoid.
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News from Hope 4 Pets
Come and help Hope 4 Pets Karakum in aid of Hope 4 Pets
at the Red Ribbon in who need so much help at the
moment and I will be there with
Karakum
By Chris Elliott....
It's never a dull moment in the
CyprusScene.com office as we
open up yet another email or
message with one of our readers
wanting to have their news and
reviews published or even asking
for help.
Today we have had an invitation to
publish about the fund-raising quiz
at the Red Ribbon Restaurant in

Margaret enjoying meeting friends
and of course the food and trying
to get my head around those
teasing questions that quizmaster
Mick will be asking.
I hope to see many of our local
readers and friends there on
Thursday 8th November at 7.00pm
supporting a great cause and of
course
enjoying
themselves.
Tickets are only 60TL including a
buffet supper and bookings are
being taken by Mick on 0533 877
4537.

The Selvi Strip Car Boot
Sale, Karakum/Ozankoy
By Olga Marie Downing ...
Starting Sunday 28th October
from 12.00 – 16.00
Tim’s Cafe/Bar is proud to be
working alongside Semir’s Firin &
Kebab House and their support of
Hope 4 Pets which is in real need
of both funds and volunteers.
To help the charity we are starting
a car boot sale on the car park
outside our two venues, weekly or
fortnightly depending on demand.
Charges are 20TL per car and all
proceeds will go to Hope 4 Pets. If

Beautiful painting for auction
Beautiful painting by a local Artist,
Kaye Wimberly, originally from
the USA, has donated this 46 x 54
acrylic on canvas to raise funds for
Hope 4 Pets North Cyprus,
normally this painting would be
$500+. Thank you so much Kaye.
This has been approved by admin
and we have decided to auction it
as it is far too beautiful to put in a
raffle. If anybody would like to
start bidding please feel free.
I am going back to the UK early
November so I can post it if it's
won by anybody there.

Thank you - let's get it started ....
Bids Please .....

you have some items you no longer
need and want to support this
important local charity, please
contact Semir’s to arrange a spot
on the Selvi Strip which is on the
main Karakum / Ozankoy road
(opposite Erdener Supermarket).
Please note no tables will be
supplied and items will be sold
from your cars. Sellers will need to
arrive by 11am to be able to set up
in time.
Of course you can always come
earlier and have breakfast at Tim’s
first – we are open from 8am for
breakfast on a Sunday. Plus if you
come in pairs one of you can
always nip in for a fortifying
Sunday lunch as well after 12.00.

ANIMAL WELFARE
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Car Boot Sale for Hope 4 Pets (opposite Ezic Point Ozankoy)
Intro by Margaret Sheard ...
What a great idea from Cansev
Aritaş who has come up with a way
to raise funds to try and keep Hope
4 Pets afloat and continuing with
their good work for the street
animals of North Cyprus.
There must be lots of people with
many items they never use and all
you have to do is put them in your
car boot and go along to the car
parking area of Semir's Fırın &
Kebab House and Tim’s Cafe &
Bar, Uğur Mumcu Cd, Çarşi
Selvi Plaza, C Block, Ozankoy
(the row of shops opposite Erdener
Supermarket, Ozankoy). If you
have never done it before you will
soon get the hang of it and it is a lot
of fun.
This is what Cansev has in mind.
By Cansev Aritaş ...
Semir's Fırın & Kebab House..
It broke my heart reading that Hope
4 Pets could no longer carry on due

to lack of funds and volunteers so
I got thinking how I could help
and came up with the idea of a
car boot sale. There is a long car
park outside my shop, Semir's
Fırın & Kebab House, and having
spoken to Aysen of Tim's Cafe
and the landlady they have both
agreed it’s a good idea. We are
situated in Uğur Mumcu Cd,
Çarşi Selvi Plaza, C Block,
Ozankoy on the main road
opposite Erdener Supermarket.
It will be a traditional car boot
selling from the back of your car
as no tables will be supplied. We
have to keep costs down as the
whole point of this car boot sale
is to help the charity. There will
be no cover or shelter of any kind
either so weather permitting it
will take place weekly or
fortnightly depending on supply
and demand.

would suggest the car boot sale
starts at 12 noon to 4pm. The first
car boot sale to be held on Sunday
28th October 12 noon to 4pm,
sellers to arrive at 11am. We aim
to charge 20TL per car and all the
proceeds will go directly to the
charity. We will also be accepting
any donations you may wish to
make on the day.
Sadie has kindly offered to sing,
depending on her busy schedule,
for a couple of hours towards the
end of the car boot sale so we can
all wind down and relax at either
Semir's or Tim's for a drink or two.

I am open to any suggestions and
ideas ie themed fete etc. Anything
is possible if we all work together.
If you are interested in selling at
the car boot sale please message
me as there will be limited spaces.
At this stage I need to know
beforehand who can make it rather
than first come first served as I
don’t wish to upset anyone by
having to turn them away due to
lack of space.
I hope you will all find it in within
your hearts to come and support us
purely for the sake of the animals
of this world.

As it’s winter I don't think it’s
necessary to get up at the crack of
dawn on a Sunday morning so I

Bar 33 (the Old Mill) Ozankoy helping Hope 4 Pets at Halloween
By Chris Elliott....
With more and more people or
organisations becoming aware of the
problems Hope 4 Pets North Cyprus
charity are facing, we are noting
assistance being given through fund
raising events being arranged and
Bar 33 at the Old Mill, Ozanköy
have now organised a fund raising
event.
Bar 33 will be holding a Halloween
themed fund raising event and this is
what they had to say about it:
"Join us on Tuesday 30th October at
11.00am at Bar 33 in Ozanköy for a

fundraising event to help us help
keep Hope 4 Pets alive and
growing again...
Our Halloween themed event will
have some beautiful artwork for
you to choose from along with
merchandise material plus some
nice selected clothing.
Your donation of just 15TL will
give you access to our event and
you will receive a homemade Cup
Cake and Cup of Tea with all
profits going towards helping the
animals in need in the TRNC that
Hope 4 Pets are caring for."
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Girne Mayor visited the exhibition at Girne Art Gallery
The Mayor of Girne, Nidai
Güngördü, visited the exhibition of
two of the country's artists, Feza
Aygın Sanıvar and Halide Volkan,
entitled “Meeting Our Dreams”.
Nidai Güngördü stated that he was
very happy to host the exhibition at

the Municipality Art Gallery and
pointed out that women are very
productive in the field of art in our
country. Sanivar’s acrylic paintings
and paper works and Volkan's
ceramic works were on display at
the exhibition.

Girne Mayor attends 3rd Kaleiçi Old Town Festival, Antalya
The
Antalya
Muratpasa
Municipality held the 3rd Kaleiçi
Old Town Festival from 11th to 14th
October and Girne Mayor, Nidai
Güngördü
attended
with
a
delegation to represent the TRNC.

In the information given by the
Municipality of Girne, there were
guests from
26 cities of 13
countries such as Palestine, Kosovo,
Pakistan, Austria, Sicily, Lithuania
who participated in the festival and

the Municipality of Girne
represented the Turkish Republic
of
Northern
Cyprus.
The
delegation had the opportunity to
examine the work of the
Municipality of Muratpaşa during
their stay in Antalya.

droplet, and then these droplets
become a lake. As these lakes
grow, the sea of love, tolerance
and peace will grow and thrive
with them.

Güngördü thanked Ümit Uysal for
the invitation and gave a special
Muratpaşa Mayor Ümit Uysal said ceramic plate as a gift from
that in the last three years, the Cyprus.
Umit Uysal also
brotherhood relations had reached presented a plaque to Güngördü.
a good level, and expressed his
happiness to participate in the Group Otantik, who participated
Kaleiçi Old Town Festival.
in the festival from Cyprus, added
colour to the festival with the
Güngördü said, These festivals songs of Cyprus.
bring everyone together as a

Christina Hessenberg work at Girne Art Gallery
The British painter Christina
Hessenberg will open her personal
exhibition at the Art Gallery of the
Municipality of Girne.
Christina Hessenberg, an English
painter who has been living in
Cyprus for 30 years, will hold an
exhibition of paintings of nature
and people using pencil and
crayon.
An opening ceremony will be held
on 22nd October 2018 at 17:00 in
Girne Municipality Art Gallery

for the solo exhibition.
The personal exhibition of
Christina Hessenberg can be
visited from 23rd October to 3rd
November at Girne Art Gallery
between 10am and 5pm on
weekdays and 10am to 3pm on
Saturdays.
The exhibition will be closed on
Sunday and also on Monday 29th
October which is a public holiday.

CyprusScene.com

The Leisure Line
Be in the Spotlight!

Take a flight in North Cyprus
at Geçitkale Airport
Photos courtesy of Ahmet Yazgın

For flight information contact Serkan Ozcezarlı on Facebook

Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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In the Spotlight!
Paper making and Artwork by
Feza Aygın Sanıvar

A tiny paper bag made from Bougainvillea
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North Cyprus Premier Events for 2019
When Laurence Floyd starts
arranging entertainment in North
Cyprus, you can be sure it is going
to be something special and he is
already planning some superb
shows for 2019. Following is
some advance news from Laurence
of what we can look forward to
next year.
“ I am pleased to be able to
confirm the following dates for
next year, to help those who are
planning trips to the TRNC etc."

Tuesday April 16th:

Wednesday June 19th:

Saturday September 14th:

Totally Tina is back by popular
demand, following her successful
sell out show for us last April. The
venue will be the Ballroom in the
Kaya Palazzo hotel with a full
Supper Club package this time,
with tickets priced at £50 to reflect
the superior quality food, wines
and spirits that will be served.

Our usual summer show at the
Colony Garden, following on from
the recent successful Jersey Boys
show. Featured entertainment to
be confirmed in due course.

The World's original and premier
tribute to the legendary Queen .....
Killer Queen .... are coming to the
Amphitheatre in Girne.

We are already taking reservations
for this event.

Photo courtesy of Ivan Ward Photography

Here's looking forward to
some great events next year.
Best regards – Laurence.

Photo courtesy of Killer Queen Facebook page

Christmas Shoeboxes for Seafarers
Readers mail....
St Andrew's Church, Kyrenia...
As so many of us know living here
in Cyprus being away from your
family during the holidays is never
easy. But seafarers around the
world often have no choice as to
whether they go back home to be
with their loved ones at this time
of year.
Once again this year the Mission
to Seafarers in Limassol is asking
for our support for their

Currently about to embark on their
second US tour this year, it is a real
coup to get an act of this quality to
agree to come to the TRNC ...
despite the fee of course!!

participation in a campaign to
bring a little Christmas cheer to
seafarers who may be in the port
over the holiday period.

are asked to please leave room for
them. A Christmas card would be a
nice touch but no address and
certainly please NO MONEY.

Shoeboxes for Seafarers aims to
provide a suitably decorated shoe
box with goodies that seafarers
may welcome at Christmas when
they are so far from home. The
contents may contain things like
toiletries,
notebooks,
socks,
tissues, soap, chocolates, sweets
etc. The Mission puts a woolly hat
and mug into each box so donors

Boxes may be given to the Church
Wardens or Chaplain but please be
sure to hand in any contributions
before 1st December so that they
can be transported to Limassol in
good time.
If you need further clarification
please ask one of the Church
Wardens.

LOCAL NEWS
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Exercise Suggestions for Avoiding Breast Cancer
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ...
As part of the "Breast cancer
awareness month", Assist. Prof. Dr.
Gözde İyigün, lecturer at Eastern
Mediterranean University (EMU)
Faculty
of
Health
Sciences,
Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation
Department, has suggested some
valuable exercises.
In a press statement, she stated that
October was determined by the
World Health Organisation (WHO)
as Breast Cancer Awareness Month
to indicate the importance of early
diagnosis and create awareness. She
said: “In the United States of
America (USA), one out of eight
women is diagnosed with breast
cancer. While this rate is highest in
Northern Europe and the USA, we
observe that it is moderate in Western
Europe and South Africa, and lowest
in Asia”.

She Spoke of the Risk Factors
After remarking on the increase in the
number of cancer cases in the
Western countries for the last 25
years, Assist. Prof. İyigün said: “This
increase is related to the increasing
average of life expectancy, change of
lifestyle (dietary habits, decreasing
physical activity), increasing number
of x-rays taken and the increase in
hospital appliances. Breast cancer
risk increases significantly with age
and also, a first relation to a person
with breast cancer is considered to be
the most common risk factor. Women
with multiple first degree relatives
with breast cancer are 5 times more
under risk than those without.
Another vital factor increasing the
risk of getting breast cancer is age.
Advanced age is an important risk
factor and women over 50 are 4 times
more likely to get breast cancer than
those under 50.

Importance of Exercise
Prof. Dr. İyigün emphasised that in
addition to these irrevocable factors,
the patient’s history of fertility,
socioeconomic level, dietary habits,
hormonal supplement intake, use of
birth control pills, and the use of
alcohol and cigarettes are among the
risk factors which can alter the ratio;
and continued: “As this is the case,
creating awareness concerning these
risk factors, which can alter one’s risk
level of getting breast cancer, is of
vital
importance
for
taking
precautions. Studies show that the
risk is decreased for women who
exercise. Taking 1.25 – 2.5 hours of
double-quick walks weekly can
decrease the risk of breast cancer by
18% and longer walks only increase
this percentage. Especially for
women under the age of 40, it is
widely known that exercise decreases
the risk of breast cancer. For women

who exercise 4 or more times weekly,
it is known that the risk is 60% in
comparison to women who do not
work out. While exercising in the
early ages can postpone periods for 3
years, it is known that a 1 year
postponed period can decrease breast
cancer risk by 20%. We should
exercise to maintain our health before
it is too late”.

Girne Municipality Advisory and Support Centre
The Girne Municipality Advisory and
Support Centre issued a response to
child abuse and violence. The
statement made was that the neglect,
abuse and violence against our
children is a social problem, not just
in the family, and everyone should do
their duty to protect children.
In the statement made by the
Municipality of Girne, it has been
stated that 9 people have received
free consultancy services at the
Counselling and Support Centre of
Girne Municipality, which provides
free public advice for domestic
violence, abuse, addictions, social,
psychological
and
sociological
problems.
The Girne Municipality Advisory and
Support Centre issued a response
regarding children's abuse and
violence. In the statement made by
the Municipality of Girne it was
pointed out that violence and abuse
always leave deep wounds in both
people and society, and the abuse of

our children, not only in the family
but also as a social problem, and
everyone should do their duty to
protect them.
Girne Municipality put into service
on 9th March 2017 the Girne
Municipality
Counselling
and
Support Centre, as a public free
counselling service for domestic
violence, abuse, addictions, social,
psychological
and
sociological
problems. To date the Centre has
dealt with a total of 15 people,
including women.
In the announcement of the Centre's
June-October 2018 annual report, two
children aged 9 and 12 years,
received individual counselling at the
Centre, 6 adults received individual
counselling
and
relationship
counselling, and two couples aged
between 40-65 received individual
and family counselling. 7 people who
have previously applied to the Centre
are said to have completed their
therapy.

9 people in the Centre are currently
active in the field of consultancy
services. It was noted that the people
who received counselling had their
therapy once a week and that the socioeconomic level of the citizens
receiving counselling services is low or
minimum wage.
Misli Kadıoğlu, Coordinator of Girne
Municipality Counselling and Support
Centre, gave information about the
working system of the Centre.
Kadıoğlu stated that she worked on an
appointment system and on the basis of
confidentiality. Referring to the
cooperation with the Ministry of
Health, Police, Social Services
Department, Anti-Drug Commission,
Kadıoğlu underlined that the Girne
Municipality Advisory and Support
Centre also offers community-based
education services as well as
counselling services, and that in the
coming days there are preparations for
education for children and families.
She also said that they are meeting
with school administrators and

guidance counsellors in the regional
schools and they are working to
determine the priority problems.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü, said
there is deep sadness, especially in the
news, about the abuse of children. "By
creating
Girne
Municipality
Counselling and Support Centre, we
think we do a correct job. Creating an
environment of tranquillity, trust and
love is the responsibility of the whole
of society alongside the parents,"
Güngördü stated that they work for a
healthy and peaceful city and society,
and they put into service the
Consultancy and Support Centre with a
sense of social responsibility. You can
contact the Girne Municipality
Advisory and Support Centre on 0533
879 95 95 or at Nazi Talat Street, Zeki
Keçeli Apartment Floor 1 / Daire 3.
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The No Straws Walker takes to the Skies
By Chris Elliott.....
I have been following the activities
on Facebook of Gary Abbot Taff
and his No Straws Walkers as they
had training and conditioning
walks every day in preparation for
their 5 day Cape to Cape Walk
starting on Tuesday 30th October.
It will take them five days to cover
the 125 miles and they are doing
this in support of the No Straws
North Cyprus campaign.
To my surprise I saw some great
pictures that Gary had shared on
Facebook and thinking perhaps he
had made a reconnaissance flight in
preparation for the group's walk I
asked him to tell me more and this
is what he had to say.
Hi Chris I came across this

opportunity to fly by chance and
contacted Serkan Ozcezarlı at the
Gecitkale Airport via email on
flyserkan@yahoo.com and he also
has a Facebook page.
After a few messages it was
arranged for myself and my sister
in law to go there for a flight. The
staff were extremely welcoming,
professional and courteous, and we
were offered two alternatives. A
30-40 minute flight or a 1 hour
flight and we both took to the skies
for the shorter option, they also do
micro light flights as well at
Geçitkale.
We will definitely be going back
and the price was extremely
reasonable. Please feel free to take
any photos or videos from my posts
for your publication.

If any readers are a bit of a thrill
junky I would recommend this
100% and the views are also
amazing. I was offered the
opportunity to take the controls of
the gyrocopter but I declined as I
was mesmerized by the views as we
were flying at approx 800ft.

As you can see in the photos "it
was Awesome" and I’m still
beaming and it was a great
morning with these guys at the
KKTC Hava Sporlari Federasyonu
at Geçitkale Airport."
[videopress gVV2qoMF]
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Join the No Straws Walkers on the last leg of their epic journey!
The No Straws Walkers are all set
to start their 124 mile walk to help
raise awareness of the plastic
pollution in North Cyprus on
Tuesday 30th October.
Gary Abbott, team leader and
organiser for the walk, contacted
the No Straws North Cyprus
Facebook page creators to suggest
the walkers wear the No Straws
logo on their shirts to encourage
more people to follow the page
and take action about the rubbish
around the island.
Five walkers - Gary Abbott, Mark
Ryan, Steve Hopkins, John
Yourston and Barry Heap –make
their way up to the Karpaz on
Monday, spending the night at the
Sea Bird Motel, before starting
their Cape to Cape walk from
Zafer Burnu on the Tuesday
morning.
“On the first day we plan to walk
27.5 miles to the Malibu Beach
hotel in Yeni Erenkoy,” explains
Gary. “The accommodation on
route is all booked. our training
walks are all completed now, we
have a few blister injuries, but
other than that, we’re ready for
the off!”
On Wednesday the walkers will
walk 30 miles to Tatlisu and then

be transported back to the Kaplica
Hotel for the night, then set off
again on Thursday with the
destination being Five Fingers
Restaurant. Friday will see the
group reach Kozankoy, a mere 21
miles, then the final push will be on
Saturday, when they reach the
lighthouse at Sadrazamkoy.
“We are hoping people will join
us for the last part of the walk,”
said Gary. “We will be
celebrating at the lighthouse with
a few drinks!”
Once the walk has been completed,
there are plans for some
celebrations at one of the bars in
the Karsiyaka/Lapta area, the venue
is still to be confirmed.
“Followers of the walkers can get
updates on our No Straws North

Cyprus Facebook page,” said
Vashti Surya Harrell, one of the
page’s founders. “We will be
speaking to Gary each evening to
find out how that day has gone and
we will post it on the page, so
everyone can see how they are
progressing."
Information relating to the final
day’s walking will also be posted
on the No Straws North Cyprus

page so that people wishing to join
in the last section know where to
find the walkers and cheer them on
to their final destination.
“We would like to thank Gary and
all the walkers for their desire to
use their walk to help raise
awareness of our group and also
the problem of plastic pollution
here in Cyprus,” said Peter Harrell.
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CyprusScene : Trivia and Sudoku
Children
1) Who is the eldest of actor John Mills’ three children?
2) Actor Martin Sheen has two sons, what are their names?

Technology
1) What diameter floppy disks were introduced by IBM in 1970?
2) In which country was fuel injection for cars introduced in 1954?

Detectives
1) Why was TV cop Ironside so called?
2) Which Hollywood star made his name in The Streets of San
Francisco?

Police Shows
1) From which 1970s cop show does the catchphrase “book ‘em DanO” hail?
2) What 1971 film saw Paul Michael Glaser as suitor to one of
Topol’s daughters?

Marlon Brando
1) Which historical figure did he play in the 1954 film Desirèe?
2) What is Don Corleone doing immediately before his death in The
Godfather?
The Weather
1) According to the Beaufort Scale how many miles per hour must a
wind reach to be classed as a hurricane?
2) What is an anemometer?
Birds
1) What is the smallest of all birds?
2) What type of bird is a teal?

Grid No. 97

Children’s TV
1) What kind of animals are Rocky and Bullwinkle?
2) Which famous pop star narrated Thomas the Tank Engine?
Fashion
1) In 1947 whose first collection under his own name was dubbed the
New Look?
2) Which designer was responsible for the trend of slogan-bearing Tshirts in the 1980s?
Mottos and Epitaphs
1) Whose motto was “Tune in, Turn on, Drop out”?
2) Which famous novelist coined the phrase “Go to work on an egg”?

Grid No. 98

Answers on page 30
No cheating !
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The Sports Quiz
Sports Quiz : 10 questions and this week's "Stinker"
By Richard Beale..
Below are 10 general Sporting Questions, I will
say that this week again they fall into the HARD
category.
The answers will be found on page 34 of this weeks
Enewspaper. The answer to the “Stinker” question
will appear in next week's Enewspaper.
Good luck and no cheating!

Question 1 French and Ex Arsenal footballer Thierry Henry has recently
taken over as Manager of which Club ?
Question 2. What is the only sport to have been played on the moon?
Question 3. What sport is played on the largest pitch?
Question 4 Which Australian cricketer famously used an aluminum bat in a
Test Match against England in 1979?
Question 5 Which Boxer was found “not guilty” of the attempted murder of
Boxing Promoter Frank Warren?.

This weeks STINKER and its HARD
The answer will be in next weeks Enewspaper.

Question 6 What does the ‘TT’ stand for in the Isle of Man TT races?.
Question 7: Which England cricket Captain was capped for England at Rugby
Union?
Question 8 Where is the “home of golf”?
Question 9 Who is the older Venus or Serena Williams?.
Question 10 :“Deadly” was the nickname of which Kent and England cricketer
who took 297 Test wickets?

Question:
Muhammed Ali boxing record was 56 wins, 0 draws and 5 losses.
Can you name the 5 boxers who defeated Ali in the ring?

Last weeks STINKER:

The question was :
Football Stadiums have sadly lost their identity their original names, which is tragic so can you name
who plays at the following 10 Stadiums all in England.
Answers:
1 – Pirelli Stadium – BURTON ALBION
2 - The Rioch Arena – COVENTRY CITY
3 - The Abax Stadium. -PETERBOROUGH
4 - Bet365 Stadium – STOKE CITY
5 - New York Stadium – ROTHERHAM

6 – King Power Stadium- LEICESTER
7 – New Meadow - SHREWSBURY
8 - Northern Commercial Stadium BRADFORD CITY
9 - Highbury Stadium – FLEETWOOD T.
10 KCOM Stadium- HULL CITY
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Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 28
GRID No 97

GRID No. 98

Here are the answers to the Trivia Quiz on page 28
Children
1) Juliet
2) Charlie Sheen and Emilio Estevez

Technology
1) Eight inches
2) Germany

Detectives
1) He was wheel-chair bound
2) Michael Douglas

Police Shows
1) Hawaii Five-O
2) Fiddler on the Roof

Marlon Brando
1) Napoleon
2) Playing with his grandchild

Children’s TV
1) A flying squirrel and a moose
2) Ringo Starr

The Weather
1) 74 mph
2) A device for measuring wind speed

Fashion
1) Christian Dior
2) Katherine Hamnett

Birds
1) Bee hummingbird, weighing 2 grams
2) Duck

Mottos and Epitaphs
1) Timothy Leary
2) Fay Weldon

How did you do?
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
27th October to 3rd November 2018
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.

27th October – Saturday – Football :
Doğan Türk Birliği v Gençlik Gücü (SL) at 20
Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium, Girne. 2.30pm
Yenicamı v Girne Halk Evi (SL) at Ataturk
Stadium, Lefkosa. Kick off 2.30pm
Ozanköy v Yonplaş Dumlupınar (L1) at Mustafa
Özkayım Stadı, Ozankoy. Kick off 2.30pm
28th October – Sunday – Football :
Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Türk Ocak (SL) at
Mustafa Hidayet Çalar Stadı, Alsancak. 2.30pm.
Düzkaya v Bostancı Bağil (L1) at Nihat Bağicer
Stadı, Catalkoy (behind Tempo). Kick off 2.30pm.
Çanakkale v Mormeneşke (L1) at Çanakkale
Nuharrem Döveç Stadı. Famagusta. 2.30pm
Küçük Kaymaklı v Binatlı (SL) at Şht Hüseyin
Ruso Stadıum, Lefkosa. Kick off 2.30pm
28th October – Sunday – Rugby 10s Tournament
(University teams) starts at 11am at the Mayis 19
Stadium, Girne (near Perfect Garden Centre and
Elektrokur). If anyone is interested in using their
‘skills’
–
playing,
coaching,
refereeing,
administrating etc. contact Ian Fell on 0533 869
4463 or email him on ianfell@hotmail.co.uk.
28th October – Sunday - RBL Poppy Walk (West)
– Lapta Walkway. Starting and finishing at Ozzie’s
Place, Lapta, Registration from 9.30am. 10km
walk 10.45am and 5km walk 11am. Entry fee 15TL
on the day.
28th October – Sunday - 9th Lefke Date Festival
to be held at Lefke Municipal Market 10am to 6pm.
29th October – Monday - Bingo and Karaoke at
Binnys Bar & Restaurant, Esentepe. 8.30pm. 25TL
per book. Tel: 0533 839 5128.

29th October – Monday - RBL Luncheon at Veni Vici
Restaurant, Lapta. 12.30pm to 4pm. 2-course set menu
- 40TL members, 45TL non-members.

1st November – Thursday - RBL Poppy Appeal
Official Launch – 11am – 3pm in Girne Town
Centre.

29th October – Monday - Friends of the TRNC
Emergency Services (112) Quiz at Acmenya Restaurant
Alsancak starting at 7.30pm. Chicken or vegetarian
supper and quiz 30TL. If you don’t want to eat the quiz
entry fee is 5TL. Places must be reserved, call 0533 840
7834.

2nd November – Friday - The Olive Press Bowls
Club, Lapta will be holding a quiz night in aid of
KTW (Karsiyaka Turtle Watch) starting at
7.30pm. 5tl per person for the quiz and also there
is a Brainbuster Question that rolls over each
month until someone gets the correct answer, that
is an optional buy at 5tl as well. To book your team
call 0533 880 1196.

29th October – Monday – Football :
Mağusa Türk Gücü v L.Gençler Birliği (SL) at Dr Fazıl
Küçük Stadı, Famagusta. Kick off 6pm floodlight
match.
30th October – Tuesday - The No Straws Walkers will
be starting their Cape to Cape walk across North Cyprus
to draw attention to the increasing problem of rubbish
around the coastline and inland. They are being
sponsored by restaurants and bars who have already
adopted the “No Straws” campaign.
30th October – Tuesday - Bar 33 at The Old Mill,
Ozankoy will be holding a Halloween themed event in
aid of Hope 4 Pets, starting at 11am. There will be
artwork, clothing and more to tempt you. 15TL cup
cake, tea/coffee all for a good cause.
31st October – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak presents Alper Cengiz &
Friends (blues and rock) from 10pm. Entrance 20TL.
31st October – Wednesday - Cafe Deniz in Karakum
will be holding a Halloween Party from 6pm til late.
Fancy dress, kids and adult games.
1st November – Thursday - Spaghetti Junction,
Catalkoy, quiz night in aid of Tulips starting at 8 pm.
50 questions and a table top extra. 5TL per person.
Quiz split 50/50 to the winning team and Tulips. Raffle
5TL a ticket, winner chooses meal for 2 at Spaghetti
Junction, bottle of wine, or money. If money not won it
rolls over
1st November – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with
Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House, Esentepe
at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course quiz menu 40TL. To
book call 0542 889 3034.

2nd November – Friday – Black Olive Cafe will
be having a music quiz in aid of Greenhill
Cemetery starting at 7pm. Food available – 45TL,
with 10TL donated to the cemetery. To book
teams call Vicki on 0533 835 5133.
3rd November – Saturday – Football :
Türk Ocak v Çetinkaya (SL) at 20 Temmuz Mete
Adanir Stadium, Girne. Kick off 2.30pm
L.Gençler Birliği v Cihangir (SL) at Cumhuriyet
Stadıum, Iskele. Kick off 2.30pm.
Yenicamı v Lefke (SL) at Atatürk Stadıum,
Lefkosa. Kick off 2.30pm
Gençlik Gücü v Baf Ülkü Yurdu (SL) at Şht
Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum. Lefkosa. Kick off 2.30pm
Karşıyaka v Ozanköy (L1) at Ergin Cemal Şahdur
Sahası, Karsiyaka. Kick off 2.30pm
Maraş v Akova Vurdu (L1) at Maraş Stadı.
Famagusta. Kick off 2.30pm
Charity Car Boot Sale - Sunday 28th October

In an attempt to keep Hope 4 Pets afloat, a
Charity Car Boot sale has been arranged
which will be held weekly or fortnightly, on
the car parking area in front of Semir’s Firin
& Kebab House and Tim’s Cafe/Bar in
Ozankoy (opposite Erdener Supermarket).
20TL per car and any other donations towards
enabling Hope 4 Pets to keep their charity
going. They need help urgently so if you can
come along with your car boot full of items to
sell, it will be greatly appreciated. Sellers
need to be there by 11am.
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
27th October – Saturday
Yusuf Tandoğan Girne Eczanesi, Beşparmaklar Cad Catalkoy.
Tel: 0548 865 3434
Girne Eczanesi, Bedreddın Demirel Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 1447
28th October – Sunday
Emin Eczanesi, Alsancak (opp. Mardo) Tel: 0533 870 1946
Tören Eczanesi, Ziya Rizki Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 8979
29th October – Monday (Republic Day)
Eminağa Eczanesi, Ziya Rızkı Cad No 10 Gırne. Tel: 815 2248
Törensel Eczanesi, Beşparmaklar Cad. Nihat Bağeıer Stadı Çatalköy.
Tel: 824 5713
30th October – Tuesday
Arkan Adişanli Eczanesi, Hz Omer Cad. Dedekorkut Plaza Karakum.
Tel: 815 2062
Dünya Eczanesi, Salıh Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 0009

31st October – Wednesday
Günay Variş Eczanesi, Uğur Mumcu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 815 2585
Nürçag Eczanesi, Şht Dursun Özsaraç Sokak, Gırne. Tel: 815 1025
1st November – Thursday
Ilgen Eczanesi, Bedreddin Demırel Cad.Özyalçu. Tel: 815 8118
Nejla Erçal Eczanesi, Universite Yolu Sok Karaman G.A.U.
Tel: 822 3202
2nd November – Friday
Sertaç Eczanesi, Kurtuluş Cad, Girne (Opp. Teachers Hotel)
Tel: 815 9067
Mehmet Kamiloğlu Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağalay Cad Gırne.
Tel: 815 2150
3rd November – Saturday
Karpuzolu Eczanesi, Uğur Miroğlu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 816 1230
Öncel Mahmutoğlu Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 0850

Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas
Chemist Winter Opening Hours
On weekdays, Pharmacy opening hours change to 8am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday and
Saturdays between 8am and 1.30pm until March 31, 2019.

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (from 26th October 2018)
10-day Forecast
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League Football Fixtures 27/28/29 October & 3/4/5 November
By Richard Beale..
As you may have only received your
copy of the Cyprusscene online Enewspaper on Saturday it may be too
late for you to plan going to watch a
local football match.
So every week we will publish the
current weekend matches plus the
following week to make it easier for
you to plan ahead.
Selective matches for Weekend 27,
28 and 29 October.
The stand out fixtures look to be a
kind of local “Derby’ between
Alsancak and Girne teams, Türk Ocak
match to be played on Sunday.
Ozanköy also have an entertaining
match on Saturday when they entertain
big spending Dumlupinar.

SL = Super League, L1= League 1

PLACE

DATE

ALSANCAK
Mustafa Hidayet Çalar Stadı
CATALKÖY
Nihat Bağicer Stadı
FAMAGUSTA
Çanakkale Nuharrem Döveç Stadı
Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadı
GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium
LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadıum
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum
OZANKÖY
Mustafa Özkayım Stadı

Sun Oct 28 SL

L

Sun Oct 28 L1

Sun Oct 28 L1
Mon Oct 29 SL
Sat Oct 27

SL

Sat Oct 27 SL
Sun Oct 28 SL
Sat Oct 27

L1

DETAILS
Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Türk Ocak ko 230pm.
Düzkaya v Bostancı Bağil ko 2-30pm
(stadium behınd Tempo)
Çanakkale v Mormeneşke ko 2-30pm
Mağusa Türk Gücü v L.Gençler Birliği
ko 6-00pm floodlight match.
Doğan Türk Birliği v Gençlik Gücü ko 2-30pm
Yenicamı v Girne Halk Evi ko 2-30pm
Küçük Kaymaklı v Binatlı ko 2-30pm
Ozanköy v Yonplaş Dumlupınar ko 2-30pm

Selective matches for Weekend November 3-4-5.

PLACE
ESENTEPE
Erdal Barut Stadıum
FAMAGUSTA
Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadı
Maraş Stadı
GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium
ISKELE
Cumhuriyet Stadıum
LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadıum
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum
KARŞIYAKA
Ergin Cemal Şahdur Sahası

DATE

L

DETAILS

Sun Nov 4

SL

Esentepe v Mağusa Türk Gücü ko 2-30pm

Sun Nov 4
Sat Nov 3
Sat Nov 3
Mon Nov 5

L1
L1
SL
SL

Sat Nov 4

SL

Yonpaş Dumlupınar v Mesarya ko 2-30pm
Maraş v Akova Vurdu ko 2-30pm
Türk Ocak v Çetinkaya ko 2-30pm
Girne Halk Evi v Doğan Türk Birliği ko 600pm – floodlight match.
L.Gençler Birliği v Cihangir ko 2-30pm.

Sat Nov 4
Sat Nov 4

SL
SL

Yenicamı v Lefke ko 2-30pm
Gençlik Gücü v Baf Ülkü Yurdu ko 2-30pm

Sat Nov 4

L1

Karşıyaka v Ozanköy ko 2-30pm
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SPORTS
A Look at Last Weekend's Local Football Results

By Richard Beale..
Week 5, K-Pet Super League
Results
Champions and leaders Yenicamı
had their match against Gençlık
Güçü called off on Sunday due to
heavy rain and thunderstorms in
Lefkoşa,
the
match
was
rescheduled to be played on
Tuesday and the Champions
Yenicami beat their neighbours 6-2.
There also were plenty of goals ın
the Super League last weekend
with the top scorers Türk Ocak
putting six past Küçük Kaymaklı.
Newly promoted Gönyeli provided
the shock result beating high riding,
big spending Mağusa Türk Güçü 51.
Week 5-K-Pet League 1 Result
The two “derby” matches in League 1
at Lefkoşa ended in a win for
Hamitköy
3-1
against
rivals
Göçmenköy. In the neighbouring
village “derby” Mormeneşke were
thrashed at home 0-4 by Akova.
Karşıyaka remain top after a hard
fought 1-0 win over lowly Doğancı.

Sports Quiz Answers
Questions on Page 29

Answer 1 Monaco.

Answer 6 Tourist Trophy.

Answer 2 Golf Astronaut Alan Shepherd hit 2 golf
drives.

Answer 7 MJK Smith..
Answer 8 St Andrews.

Answer 3 Polo.
Answer 4 Dennis Lillee.

Answer 9 Venus born 1980, Serena
1981

Answer 5 Terry Marsh.

Answer 10 Derek Underwood.
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2018 North Cyprus Championship Rally
This Weekend.

Round 5 of the 2018 North Cyprus
Championship Rally will be held
this weekend 27th and 28th
October.
The rally starts at Ergazı (near
Büyükkonuk, see directions below)
where 19 cars will compete at the
67km course around the Kantara
area.

from Tatlısu) take the 3rd exit and
onto the village of Kilitkaya
(Incidentally there is a fabulous
Restaurant there called Garavolli)
following the road round to the left
in the village centre until you come
to Ergazı. Go through the village
and the football field is on the left
outside the village boundary.
Source : Arenasporkoilk.com.

Directions : Take the main Tatlısu
- Iskele road at the roundabout at
Büyükkonuk, ( if you are travelling

Photos courtesy of Richard Beale
of previous event.
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Welcome to the Super League Esentepe!
Result: Esentepe KKSK 0 Doğan Türk Birliği SK 5
By Richard Beale ..
Sunday October 21, 2018 : K-Pet
Super League : Esentepe Erdal
Barut Stadium
The harsh realities of surviving in the
Super League were brought home to
Esentepe as they were given a severe
lesson of life in the top division by a
very impressive Dogan Turk Birliği
team.
We knew it would never be easy for
Esentepe this season, to stay in this
League to be honest they will require
a miracle, but after 4 matches the
team have a had a reasonable start to
the season.

Kenan stole the ball from him,
squared it across to BURAK
KÖMÜRCÜ to finish. 0-1

However, on Sunday they came
across a team that has spent most of
his existence in the top League and
the experience they have gained in
achieving that was all too evident to
see, as Esentepe were put to the
sword.

Esentepe's only two chances of the
match came in the first half, firstly in
the 37th minute after a patient build
up Kaan brought a diving fingertip
save from the DTB goalkeeper Dursun
with a shot from just outside the area.

Doğan Türk Birliği (DTB) were
superior in all departments, they were
stronger, faster and more skilful, as
Esentepe were given a masterclass
lesson by the Girne team.

Their best chance came in the 45th
minute following a quick break on the
right, where Ahmet with a good ball
put striker Odi clean through, but with
only the keeper to beat he blazed
wildly over the bar.

Effort was there for Esentepe as there
always is but it was at times “boys
against men’ as the visitors controlled
the game from start to finish.
Esentepe's cause was not helped when
they had central defender Zady Moses
sent off in the 73rd minute for an
alleged elbow offence, but by that
time DTB were already 4-0 up.
DTB took the lead in the 15th minute
through a present from Esentepe
goalkeeper Ali, who was undecided
whether to clear or gather a back pass
from Salih. The keeper hesitated and

Esentepe were severely punished for
that miss, when from the resulting
goal kick DTB broke quickly down
the left through Kenan, he passed to
IBRAHIM ÇIDAMLI who skipped
past Muhammed’s challenge to finish
clinically with a rising shot past Ali.
HALF TIME SCORE : 0-2
Esentepe replaced Muhammed at the
break with striker Mahmut Amasyalı
who surprisingly operated at left back.
Any hope of Esentepe coming back
into the match were vanished when
DTB delivered two fatal blows within
3 minutes of the restart.

46 mins : Aydin from the left
delivered a beautiful cross where it
was met at the near post by KENAN
OSHAN who powerfully headed past
Ali, watched by the Esentepe defence
who offered no challenge. 0-3

DTB still came searching for more
goals and goalkeeper Ali made a
couple of telling saves, before he was
beaten by a fiercely struck shot from
Ibrahim in the 85th minute which
crashed off his crossbar. FULL
TIME SCORE : 0-5

49 mins : Another cross from the left
was met at the near post by Ahmet
Burak who missed it, but KENAN
OSHAN backing up his colleague did
not, to score his second goal, with the
Esentepe defence again rooted to the
spot. 0-4

SUMMING UP : Sometimes you
just have to acknowledge and
applaud the opposition who were
superior in all departments, handing
out a severe lesson on what is
required to survive in this League.

DTB by this time were comfortable,
they eased off the pedal but still were
too good for a pedestrian Esentepe
side who were bereft of any ideals.
73 minutes Esentepe lost Moses, red
carded and DTB continued to
dominate and scored their fifth and
best goal of the match in the 82nd
minute.
Again the danger came from the left
hand side, where a cross was
beautifully laid off by Kenan direct
into the path of SERHAN ÖNET
who had time to pick his spot and
shot past Ali from outside the box,
score 0-5

Esentepe must give 125% to compete
in this League, too many players
were below that standard on Sunday.
Esentepe must pick themselves up
and dust themselves down as they
travel to Güzelyurt on Sunday to face
second place Baf Ülkü Yurdu,
nothing is easy in this League.
I
thought
UĞURCAN
was
Esentepe’s best player, and Kaan in
the first half worked well with him.
For DTB they had many outstanding
players, Ibrahim, Aydin, Ahmet but
KENAN OSHAN for them was
awesome, scoring twice and involved
in other goals..

